CT-LOADER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove gun from valve.
2. Relieve any internal gun pressure.
3. When using the Val-Tex 1400 or QS-2000A, remove the sealant cap.
4. Make sure the piston cup is at the top of the sealant barrel.
5. Remove the CT-Loader adapter, remove the cap from the lube sealant cartridge, and place the open end into the CT-Loader.

6. Pull cartridge into CT-Loader with T-handle as shown above.
7. When cartridge is completely inside CT-Loader, remove pull tab from cartridge and thread adapter onto sealant barrel.
8. Thread the CT-Loader onto the sealant barrel.
   **Note:** Leave the threaded connection loose, as this will allow the air trapped between the lube sealant and piston cup to escape. Gently push the CT-Loader T-handle forward until contact is made between the lube sealant and piston cups. This forces the trapped air to escape through the loose threads.

9. Tighten CT-Loader assembly to sealant barrel and follow instructions for the appropriate equipment below:

**Val-Tex 1400**
1. Place CT-Loader on the floor.
2. Open the by-pass valve on the gun.
3. Apply slight downward pressure until the CT-Loader handle is completely inserted.
4. Disconnect CT-Loader adapter from sealant barrel.
5. Reconnect sealant cap to gun and tighten. Close by-pass valve.

**Val-Tex QS-2000A**
1. Place the pump pedal in the release position.
2. Apply slight downward pressure on the T handle until the CT-Loader handle is completely inserted.
3. Disconnect CT-Loader adapter from sealant barrel.
4. Reconnect sealant cap to gun and tighten.